
Dear Mom and Dad, 

We want you to know that you and your family are loved!  We look forward to when we can gather 
again as a church family.  Thank you for allowing us to share this gift with you!  In the meantime, 
we’d like to be sure that you know about the resources for kids and students that you can find on 
our website at firstbaptist.org/family-resources.  Here you can find bible story videos and coloring 
pages for kids as well as links to worship songs and testimonies for students.  

We want to share a unique opportunity for you, especially if you have a preschooler.  The preschool 
teaching video for Sunday is an indoor egg hunt led by Amy Stitts.  Amy tells the story of what Je-
sus did for us using a popular tool called Resurrection Eggs. Amy includes eleven eggs in the video.  
(The whip is not included as the video is geared towards preschoolers).  Inside each egg that Amy 
finds in her home is an object from the Easter story and a clue to where to find the next egg.  You 
can make the lesson interactive for your kiddos!  Below you will find two options for how to set up 
an interactive bible lesson in your home (it will require a little prep by you).  It may be helpful for you 
to preview the video beforehand at firstbaptist.org/family-resources.  Here are two options:

Option #1:  If you own a set of resurrection eggs you distribute eggs in certain places throughout 
your home.  Have your kids close their eyes.  Here is the placement:  Egg #1-Donkey (kept in 
hand for the start of the video); Egg #2-Cup and Egg #3-Coins (hide somewhere in your kitchen); 
Egg #4-Praying Hands (hide under a couch); Egg #5-Thorns (hide somewhere your kids play); 
Egg #6-Nails (hide under a bed); Egg #7-Dice and Egg #8-Spear (hide in the bathroom where kids 
brush and floss teeth); Egg #9-Linen (hide under a table where kids eat); Egg #10-Stone (hide in a 
toy chest or toy box); Egg #11-Empty Egg (hide in a china closet or where plates are stored).  Start 
the video.  Have your kids open the egg along with Amy beginning with Egg #1 that you have in 
hand. When the clue for the next egg is read, then pause the video.  Let your kids figure out the clue 
and find the next egg.  Continue the video, pausing after each clue. If you are not famililar with the 
Easter story, we have included the reference where you can read about the events surrounding the 
object in the Bible!  Make it a game and enjoy!  

Option #2:  If you do not have a set of resurrection eggs, you can reuse the twelve eggs that we 
provided.  We also included a picture of each object that Amy will find inside each egg.  The images 
are numbered.  Cut out the pieces and put each one inside an egg (the colors won’t match the 
video, but this is not a problem).  Refer back to Option #1 for the placement of the each egg.  Keep 
the egg with the image of the donkey in hand for the start of the video. When each clue for the next 
egg is read, pause the video.  Let your kids figure out the clue and find the next egg.  Continue the 
video, pausing after each clue. If you are not famililar with the Easter story, we have included the 
reference where you can read about the events surrounding the object in the Bible!  Make it a game 
and enjoy!  

We love you!
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